Evolution of Stars of masses 60Me, 20Me and 12Me is computed mainly for a limiting case where neutrino loss due to the universal Fermi interaction is completely neglected. Convective envelope penetrates deeply into the highly evolved core, but the depth of penetration is found to depend on the stellar mass and the efficiency of convective energy transport_ When the mixing proceeds quickly, the core mass is reduced finally below the Chandrasekhar limit and electrons become degenerate. When the mixing is relatively slow, on the other hand, decomposition of iron takes place in the core. When the degenerate core is formed, hydrogen is depleted uniformly in the envelope and the lifetime of this phase is much longer than one in the helium-burning phase. Moreover, in the bulk of that lifetime, the star remains to be a red supergiant, which is a peculiar star in its chemical composition.
Observed numbers nb and nr of blue and red supergiants in star clusters should be proportional to their lifetimes rb and r r during which the stars stay to be the blue and the red supergiants, i.e., nb/nr-::::::_rb/tr. We shall denote the lifetime of a star in helium-burning phase by tHe, and the lifetime near and later than carbon-burning phase by r 1• In early 1960's, a massive star was believed to be a blue supergiant in the helium-burning phase, while the star stays to be a red supergiant in the later phase, i.e., rb-::::::_rHe and rr-::::::_r1• If the neutrino loss from the star was as strong as one predicted by the universal Fermi interaction between electrons and neutrinos, we had t'He;?:l0r1, which denoted nb/nr-::::::_rb/tr -::::::_rHe/r1;?:10. Hayashi and Cameron, 2 > and Hayashi, Hoshi and Sugimoto 8 > pointed out that it was contrary to observation and that a better agreement with observation was attained if the neutrino loss was neglected.
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Afterwards, this problem was studied by many authors, especially by Stothers. At present, the inconsistency between the statistics of massive stars and the neutrino loss seems to he removed ~as discussed in great detail by Stothers and Chin'l and by Stothers. 5 l According to them, effective temperature of the star in the helium-burni ng phase depends strongly on uncertainties of opacities as well as of hydrogen distribution in the. so-called intermediate semi-convecti on zone, which appears in hydrogen-bur ning phase. It is likely that the star spendsa fraction f of its helium-burni ng lifetime as a red supergiant, which implies that rb:::::::(1-f)rH e and t"r frHe+r,. Iff is appreciably large, nb/nr can he of the order of unity, though the value of f is uncertain at present. clusters, which was estimated from the spec~ral type of the main-sequenc e turnup. 6 l He summed up the clusters of log r<7.0 and concluded that nb/nr= 11 confirms the existence of the neutrino loss. According to him 6 l there is an uncertainty of ± 0.2 in log r, however, due to a possible variation in the initial chemical composition, etc. If we sum up the stars of log r<7.1 instead of log r<7.0, we log t"(yrs.) obtain nb/nr = 15/4. If we sum up those of log r<6.8, nb is only six (and nr = 0). According to Stothers/l rb/r r <2.6 for the no neutrino case, when we take into account the occurrence of close binary .systems. Then, the statistical risk to reject the non-existence of neutrino loss amounts to 15""20 percent for the above two samples of stars. Therefore; a clearer argument seems to he needed in order to obtain a definite conclusion. In this respect, some effects of a deepening ~;onvective envelope -will he important as pointed out by Stothers and Chin. 4 l In the phases near and later than the carbon-burnin g, the surface convection zone of a star becomes deeper and deeper, until it penetrates into a stellar core. This penetration of convective envelope proceeds with a timescale of radi~tive heat transport near the bottom of the convective envelope.7l When the neu:tiino loss is included, evolu-. tion of massive star is so rapid after the carbon-burnin g phase that there is not enough time for the penetration of convection to proceed appreciably. When the neutrino loss is neglected, on the other -hand, the convective envelope penetrates more and more into the core. Stothers and Chin conjectured that the core mass will he reduced by mixing close to the Chandrasekh ar Iimit. 4 l If the core mass becomes smaller than the Chandrasekh ar liniit, r, will be much longer than t"He, and the observed ratio nb/nr:::::::1 will be inconsistent with the theory even if the value of f is small. Moreover, the stars with deep mixing will be peculiar in their chemical composition, because the products of nuclear burnings will be transported to the stellar surface. Thus, the number of peculiar stars will be comparable to normal red supergiants, if the neutrino loss is completely negligible. This. is also inconsistent with observation.
Stothers 5 J,BJ investigated the dependence o~ nb/nr
Stothers and Chin have not constructed detailed model with such deep m1xmg. Moreover, the extent of mixing depends on the parameter of the mixing length theory, 8 l which is the ratio a of the mixing length l to the scale height of pressure HP; a=l/ HP. Thus, we have computed detailed evolution of stars of masses M = 60M®, 20M® and 12M® with a= 1.0 and 1.5. The main conclusion is as follows: The core mass is reduced below the Chandrasekhar limit by mixing and the Stothers and Chin's conclusion that there exists the neutrino loss is supported, unless a is appreciably smaller than 1.0. A value of a in the range of 1.0'"'"' 1.5 s~ems likely, because the observed position of red giants in the H-R diagram can be reproduced with such value of a. 8 l However, it is to be nbticed that a possibility of smaller a has not been denied.
We shall mainly be concerned with the case when the neutrino loss is completely neglected because of the reasons mentioned above. This well-defined extreme case is worth studying, moreover, because of the following two reasons. First, the laboratory experiment of the direct interaction between electrons and neutrinos 9 l has given only an upper limit to the cross section, which is still 1.9 times that expected from the universal Fermi interaction. Secondly, using the results for the completely negligible neutrino loss, we can estimate the depth of convective mixing for any rate of the neutrino loss.
When the neutrino loss is included, on the ·other hand, evolution of the stars was computed by Sugimoto 7 l for the mass range of 8'"'"'30M®. These stars may not become a peculiar star, because the convective envelope does not reach carbon-oxygen zone. Zi6lkowskF 0 l computed evolution of 60M® star through the phase of contracting carbon-oxygen core. His results suggested that the convection penetrates deeper in the case of higher mass stars. Then, we have computed evolution of 60M® star up to neon ignition. It is found that such a high mass star beco~es a peculiar star, even when the neutrino loss is taken into account. § 2. Method of computation: and physical data Our method is similar to one performed by Sugimoto/ 1 l except that effect of superadiabaticity in the convective envelope is fully taken into account. The star is divided into a core and a hydrogen-rich envelope at the hydrogen-burning shell (active or inactive). We shall denote the outer edge of the core and the bottom of the envelope by subscripts li and le, respectively. When a quantity is continuous across the core-envelope interface, i or e will be omitted.
Initial masses of helium cores were assumed to be 30M®, 6.5M® and 3M® for the stars of 60M®,1 2 l 20M® 18 l and 12M<!J, 7 It was found that the above fitting was accurate enough. In the above equations, the homology invariant and the polytropic indices are defined by
16rracGT 4 Mr ' and /3 denotes the ratio of gas to total pressure. Other symbols ,have common meanings, 14 l if not otherwise stated. We define a parameter K which is related to entropy s as
fJ.H
The parameter K is more convenient than s, because ·K is continuous across the core-envelope interface. From the fitting described above, a core solution and a corresponding envelope solution are determined. We can compute the values of K at the outer edge of the core solution KH, and at the bottom of the envelope convection (denoted ~ith the subscript a) Ka. If Kii>Ka, it means that the convection in the envelope has not reached the hydrogen-burnin g shell. If KH<Ka, on the other hand, the convective envelope should have penetrated into the core. Then we must reduce the core mass until the condition K 1i = K 1e = Ka is satisfied as has been discussed by Sugimoto. 11 l·*l The envelope solutions were put in a computer in the form of nmperical relations between Ka and non-dimensional luminosities, as will be shown in Figs. 1"'-'4 below. The non-dimensional luminosities are defined by (5) *J In actual computation, however, numerical value of K 11 given in Tables III"'"'VII with asterisk is smaller (or larger) thanK., when the assumed core mass is a little too large (or small). where Lc is the critical luminosity defined for any value of the mass coordinate Mr, 0.20(1+X) (6) and where M, Ma and X denote the stellar mass, the mass coordinate at the
-0.6 log ;t.,, -- Of course, the above treatments are inconsistent, but they will not introduce a large error in view of the fact that the effect of superadiabaticity is determined mainly by the value of ..L, as discussed by Nomoto and Sugimoto. 8 >
The same physical data were used as Sugimoto 11 > · except for carbon burning, for which the data of Patterson et al. were used. 15 > 459 the rate of Since the main aim of the present study is to find the progress of mixing, we made simplifying assumption that the product of oxygen burning is silicon and that the product of silicon burning is 56 Fe. For the energy generation rate of silicon burning, an empirical formula given by Bodanski et al. 16 > (7) was used, where X.; and T 9 denote concentration of silicon and temperature in unit of l0 9 K, respectively. The energy release was assumed to be 2.4 X 10 17 erg/ g which is the difference of. rest mass energies between 2 28 Si and 56 F e. § 3. Numerical results
Computation were started from helium-burning phase for the stars of 60M 0 and 20M 0 . For the star of 12M 0 , Sugimoto's computation 7 > is available through oxygen-burning phase. Though he assumed adiabatic convection, the model of the core is not affected by this assumption, bec~use the convective envelope does not penetrate into the core before oxygen-burning phase. Then, computations were started from oxygen-burning for the star of 12M 0 . When the neutrino loss is completely neglected, there are three cases for the final states of the star as summarized in Table II . When the mixing proceeds quickly, the core mass is reduced below the Chandrasekhar limit and electrons become degenerate in the silicon core. When it is intermediate, electrons become degenerate after the iron core has been formed. When the mixing is relatively slow, the central region of the iron core evolves into the photodisintegration region, before the core mass is reduced· below the Chandrasekhar limit. We shall discuss these three cases in subsections a"-'c. Evolution with neutrino loss will be discussed in subsection d.
Numerical· results are summarized in Tables III"' Main burning-shell
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Core edge log K .. Time of evolution t is measured from the beginning of helium burning in the core for the case without neutrino loss and from the last stage computed for the case with neutrino loss. vection should have been taken into account even if a much smaller value of a is assumed. As seen in Fig. 5 , products of the preceding nuclear burnings are mixed into the envelope. The hydrogen-burning shell remains inactive before the silicon core is formed. When the-mixing proceeds and the core mass is reduced, the star becomes fainter, because Lc (M1) decreases. This means that ..f. decreases, the superadiabaticity decreases also, and the value of Ka increases, as seen in Fig. 1 . Then, the envelope becomes almost adiabatic and the convection penetrates into the core more easily. Such effects take place also in the stars of 20M 0 and 12M 0 as seen in Figs. 2"'4.
When the core mass is reduced to 8M 0 , the central temperature and density begin to decrease as seen in Fig. 9 . The reason 1s interpreted as follows.
Change of entropy at the center is described by -T0 ~c =Sph,c = ( :~J c.
A homology relation between the central pressure and density (9) holds to a good approximation for the core of mass M 1• 16 l From these equations and the equation of state for ideal gas and radiation, we obtain an evolutionary change of the central temperature as dln Tc dt transport near the center. Because of this decrease of the central temperature, silicon is not ignited. The core mass continues to be reduced, until it becomes smaller than the Chandrasekhar limit.
When the core mass becomes smaller than 6.4M 0 , luminosity becomes smaller than Lc (6.4M 0 ) :::::::3 X 10 5 L 0 , which is insufficient to sustain the envelope ~gainst gravity: If we assume a smaller value of luminosity, there exists no envelope solution. The above value of luminosity is even smaller than the luminosity of this star in the main sequence phase by a factor of 2. (The mean opacity in the envelope is larger than the electron scattering opacity by_ the same factor.) Then, the envelope must contract to produce sufficient amount of luminosity by the gravitational energy release, i.e., (11) As the envelope is very extended, mean temperature in the envelop~ is as low as 10 5 K, and the timescale of contraction is as short as 10"'-'10 2 years. Then the hydrogen-burnin g shell is ignited to produce the sufficient amount of luminosity for equilibrium configuration.
If no mixing is assumed, the value of K 1i still decreases. In this sense, the mixing still continues, while the luminosity remains close to 3 X 10 5 L 0 • In these stages the radiative temperature gradien1; at the bottom of the envelope in Eq. (1b) must be larger than the adiabatic one. Therefore, the boundary condition (1b) should have been replaced by the condition L = 3 X l0 5 L 0 . In actual numerical computation, however, we used the boundary condition (1b) and log Ka= -9.0. If we had replaced the luminosity with 3x10 5 Lt!.h (din TjdlnP) 1e
would have been larger than 1/ (n + 1) ad,l because of the superadiabatic convection, and the temperature at the. hydrogen-burnin g shell would have been higher. However, these differences are small, because the convective energy transport is rather efficient there and because nuclear energy generation rate is sensitive to temperature. Thus the results in Table ill (stage 9) will be sufficiently accurate if only the luminosity is read as 3 X 10 5 L 0 •
b) Formation of degenerate iron core
For smaller mass stars, penetration of convective envelope is somewhat weaker, because the effect of superadiabaticity is stronger as discussed by Nomoto and Sugimoto. 8 l When a=LO, the core of 20M 0 star evolves into the iron core. As seen in Fig. 10 , its Tc and Pc turn to decrease just before entering the unstable region. Therefore, 20M 0 is the minimum mass of the star, for which the core evolves into the degenerate iron core.
When a= 1.5 is assumed, the· effect of superadiabaticity is weaker than the case for a= 1.0 as seen in comparison of Fig. 4 with Fig. 3 . Even for the star of mass as small as 12M 0 , the convective envelope penetrates strongly after Even when the core mass is smaller than the Chandrasekhar limit, there exist envelope solutions both for the stars of 20M 0 and 12M 0 , which satisfy the boundary condition (1a) and (1b).
c) Decomposition of iron
For the star of 12M 0 with a= 1.0, penetration of the convective envelope comm~nces just before the ignition of silicon as seen in Fig. 7 . However, the central region of the core. enters into the unstable region of iron-helium phase transition, when the core mass is still 2.4M 0 . Products of helium-and carbonburning phases are mixed into the envelope. However, it should be noticed that the lifetime as a peculiar star is shorter than the cases discussed in the preceding subsections.
d) Star of 60M 0 with neutrino loss
As seen in Fig. 8 , the convective envelope ·penetrates into the core before evolution is accelerated by extensive neutrino loss. Thus, 4.6M 0 of helium and 1.8M 0 of carbon-oxygen zone are. mixed into the envelope. After this, the carbon-oxygen core of mass 23.6M 0 is left and the core mass remains constant in later phases. Hydrogen-burning shell remains inactive throughout the phases studied in. the present. paper.
Carbon ignites at the center and the convective core developes. In a carbonoxygen star of 30M 0 , which was computed by Ikeuchi et al./ 9 l convective core did not appear in the carbon burning phase. In the helium star of 32M 0 , computed by Arnett, 20 l for which mass of the carbon-oxygen core was about 24M 0 , convective core did not appear either. This may be interpreted as follows. He used the mixing length equal to r near the center. This reduced acceleration -of convection in his equation of time-dependent convection, because mean velocity of convection vanishes as r near the center. After neon ignition, ev.olution will be essentially similar to the star computed by Ikeuchi et al_l 9 l because the core mass can be regarded to remain exactly constant. § 4. Lifetimes o( evolution and existence of neutrino loss
Lifetimes of each evolutionary phases are summarized in Table VIII . The lifetimes during which the star is peculiar in its chemical composition are labeled with asterisk. For the star with degenerate silicon or iron core, helium produced by the hydrogen shell-burning is mixed into the envelope, and hydrogen in the envelope is depleted uniformly. 21 l Lifetimes of this phase of hydrogen depletion in envelope, which are shown in Table VIII as 't"H,env, are estimated using luminosity due to the hydrogen shell-burning of 2 X 10 5 L 0 for 60M 0 and of 3 X l0 4 L 0 both for 20M 0 and 12M 0 • These lifetimes are longer than 't"He by However, the formation of the degenerate core depends on the value of a as shown in Table II In this case, observed data only for h +X Persei do not lead to a definite conclusion, since the stars in this cluster may evolve into the decomposition of iron. However, when we sum up the stars of log r<6.8 from Table I , we obtain nb=6 and nr=O, which correspond to the stars more massive than 25M 0 • 5 > Since such a massive star evolves into a degenerate cor{!, the non-existence of neutrino loss can be rejected also in this case, i.'e., Stothers' conclusion that there exists neutrino loss is supported.
c) Case of a appreciably smaller than unity
For the star of 12M0 with a= 1.0, which evolves into decomposition of iron, we have rHe/t1:::::1.7. If a is appreciably smaller than unity, the star of higher mass will follow· the same evolution as 12M 0 star. If we take into account the occurrence of close binary systems as discussed by Stothers, 5 l we estimate rHe/rt:::::2:6 for 20M0 star. This value of rHe/r1 is close to the value given by Stothers. 5 l As discussed. in § 1, it seems difficult to reach any definite conclusion in this case. If we investigate the stars of mass much higher than 20M 0 , we may derive a conclusion. However, such high mass stars are rare and the statistical significance will be poor~r.
Using the results in Table VIII , the number of peculiar stars is estimated to be about 10 percent (12M 0 ) and 17 percent (20.2t1 0 ) of normal red supergiants if r, =r1• Such a ratio of peculiar stars is not prohibitively high, because carbon and S-type stars consist of 0.1~0.01, of M type giants. 24 l
d) Origin of peculiar stars
There are carbon and S-type stars in a rather wide range of luminosities. 25 l' 26 l
The star of mass smaller than 8M 0 is never brighter than 1 x 10 5 L 0 before it evolves into the carbon detonation supernova. 27 l Thus, more luminous peculiar stars must be attributed higher mass stars. 1 l According to the present result, the star of 60M 0 with neutrino loss becomes a peculiar star as luminous as 1 X 10 6 L 0 . Its lifetime as a peculiar star is about one percent of rHe, which seems reasonable. However, there is no deep convective mixing in stars of mass smaller than 30M 0 when neutrino loss is taken into account. 7 l Thus we need other origin of peculiar stars than the penetrating convection, for stars with intermediate luminosity (1 X 10 5 L 0~ 1
X lOaLe) .ll
We shall now discuss how neutrino loss rate must be smaller in order to explain the peculiar stars with the intermediate luminosities in terms of the penetrating convection. We shall assume that the neutrino loss rate is the factor x of the rate given by th~ universal Fermi interaction. The timescale of evolution rev is inversely proportional to x. On the other hand, the timescale of mixing rmix is determined by the timescale of heat transport near the core edge, 7 l which does not depend on x. For the formation of a peculiar star, rev>rmix is required for the silicon core cou"traction phase as seen in Figs. 6 and 7. Using the results for 20M 0 . star given in § 3b and stellar models with neutrino loss co~puted by Ikeuchi et al./ 9 l the above requirement is satisfied· for x;S10-4 •· It must be noticed that, irrespective of the origin of peculiar stars, the formation of degenerate core must be avoided because of the statistics of nb/n,.
So x>10-6 is required in order to satisfy rev:Srmix for the iron core contraction phase.
